Effects of Voice-Adaptation and Social Dialogue on Perceptions of a Robotic Learning Companion
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Abstract— With a growing number of applications involving social human-robot interactions, there is an increasingly important role for socially responsive speech interfaces that can effectively engage the user. For example, learning companions provide both task-related feedback and motivational support for students with the goal of improving learning. As a learning companion’s ability to be socially responsive increases, so do learning outcomes. This paper presents a socially responsive speech interface for an embodied, robotic learning companion. We explore two methods of social responsiveness. The first method introduces social responses into the dialogue, while the second method augments these responses with voice-adaptation based on acoustic-prosodic entrainment. We evaluate the effect of a social, voice-adaptive robotic learning companion on social variables such as social presence and rapport, and we compare this to a companion with only social dialogue and one with neither social dialogue nor voice-adaptations. We contrast the effects against those of individual factors, such as gender. We find (1) that social presence is significantly higher with a social voice-adaptive speech interface than with purely social dialogue, and (2) that females feel significantly more rapport and are significantly more persistent in interactions with a robotic learning companion than males.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As robots become increasingly pervasive, filling every aspect of life, at home, at work, at school, they can offer continued and individualized support in cases where it is not always possible to have a constant human companion. With this growing number of applications involving social human-robot interactions, there is a growing need for adaptive, socially responsive speech interfaces. In human-robot interactions, people tend to consciously treat robots as non-living mechanics but unconsciously, they engage robots in fundamentally social ways [1, 2]. When it comes to speech interfaces, people react similarly, applying automatic and unconscious social responses [3]. This work presents a socially responsive speech interface for human-robot interaction motivated by our understanding of how people interact in spoken human-human interactions.

In spoken HRI interactions, one approach to enhance a robot’s social responsiveness is to add social lexical content to a dialogue [4]. In human-human interaction, people also communicate social information through their manner of speaking; they may speak fast or slow, loudly or softly, high or low. Modifying the vocal prosody of a robot can convey emotional states such as anger, happiness, and sadness [5]. We are interested in creating a robot that conveys social information in its manner of speaking, adaptively, to enhance the perceived social responsiveness. To create this voice adaptation, we focus on a phenomenon known as acoustic-prosodic entrainment. Acoustic-prosodic entrainment occurs when two speakers adapt their acoustic-prosodic features including tone, intensity, and speaking rate to mirror one another. In human-human interaction, entrainment is correlated with social factors including communicative success [6], conversational flow [7], and rapport [8]. A robot that can entrain has the potential to improve interactions by enhancing these factors.

We present the design and preliminary evaluation of a socially responsive, voice-adaptive speech interface for an embodied, robotic learning companion comprised of a LEGO® Mindstorms® NXT robot and an iPod-Touch that displays facial expressions and outputs speech. The primary goal of the learning companion is to facilitate student learning by providing both task-related feedback and motivational support. Learning companions, based on the theory that learning is influenced by social interactions [9], require social sensitivity to influence students’ socio-motivational factors and increase student learning [10]. We explore the learning companion as a robotic teachable agent. A robotic teachable agent applies the concept of peer tutoring within a robotic learning companion framework. With the advantage of physical embodiment, the learning companion as a robotic teachable agent has the potential to create more social engagement with the activity, enhance motivation, and promote learning. Recent work on robotic teachable agents has shown students respond positively to these interventions [11, 12].

To explore and evaluate the effect of voice-adaption in this environment, we analyze the platform under three conditions: a social condition with social dialogue content in addition to the educational content, a voice adaptive plus social condition with the addition of both social dialogue and voice adaptation, and a control condition with neither social dialogue nor voice adaptation. Prior work on entrainment and human-robot interaction suggests males and females respond very differently to entrainment and to robotic interventions [13]. Given this prior work, we propose the following three research questions:
1. How do social variables like social presence and rapport differ depending on condition and gender?

2. How does persistence in the interaction differ depending on condition and gender?

3. How is learning affected by condition and gender?

We explore these questions in a 3 (condition) x 2 (gender) experiment. We find social presence differs significantly between conditions, with the voice plus social condition resulting in the highest average social presence. In addition, females report significantly more rapport than males; we do not find an effect between rapport and condition. We also find females persisted longer in the interaction than males but we observe no differences in learning gains by condition or gender.

In the next section, we provide background on the learning companion as a robotic teachable agent, prior findings on acoustic-prosodic entrainment, and relationships to social presence and rapport. We then outline the platform introduced for this analysis, discuss the study and procedure, and give an overview of the results. We conclude with a discussion of the results and directions for future work.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Learning Companion as a Robotic Teachable Agent

While learning companions can be implemented in various forms, we focus on the learning companion as a robotic teachable agent [13]. Teachable agents are based on the observed benefits of peer tutoring [14]. When students teach other students, they are driven to reflect and elaborate on their knowledge and identify misconceptions [15]. Studies with teachable agents show that students are highly motivated to teach their agents and the agents can be highly beneficial to the student [16].

By utilizing the advantages of the teachable agent framework in a robotic learning environment, we can leverage the principles of both to create more social engagement with the activity, enhance motivation, and promote learning. This approach is supported by prior work; for example, Saerbeck, et al. [17] used the iCat robot to investigate how a socially supportive robotic cat influenced the task of language learning. Users who interacted with the socially supportive robotic cat were more motivated and learned more than those who interacted with a socially neutral robotic cat. Hood, et al. [11] introduced a teachable NAO robot which children could teach to write, and they validated this interaction paradigm for both engaging and educating students. We believe influencing social variables in the teachable agent framework has a high potential for resulting in improved learning because increased feelings of social presence and rapport will positively affect student motivation. We expect our findings will generalize to other learning companion environments.

B. Social Dialogue

In HRI as well as spoken dialogue research, the introduction of social content to otherwise non-social dialogue improves the interaction. Kanda, et al. [18] conducted a two-month trial in an elementary school with a social robot called Robovie, who could express various social behaviors, such as calling children by name. The social behaviors engaged the students; the students who interacted with Robovie longer learned more. Breazeal [19] increased social engagement by detecting emotion and providing expressive, emotive responses. Tapsus and Matariie [20] demonstrate users prefer interacting with robots that display similar personalities via dialogue and vocal adaptations. While they did not introduce social content as we interpret it here, Lee et al. [4] improved rapport, cooperation, and engagement with a service robot that personalized its interactions and dialogue. Kumar, et al. [10] found an intelligent tutoring system which introduced text-based social dialogue by giving encouragement and promoting cohesion increased learning gains. Bickmore and Cassell [21] found adding social content to spoken dialogue can have a significant impact on a user’s trust of an embodied real-estate agent engaging a user in real-time dialogue. In this work, we explore the effect of social dialogue on rapport and social presence in spoken interactions with a robotic teachable agent, where students are teaching the robot rather than the robot acting as a tutor.

C. Acoustic-Prosodic Entrainment

Entrainment, known also as accommodation, occurs when dialogue partners adapt their behavior to each other during an interaction. Entrainment can be gestural, via gaze or facial expressions [22], word-based or lexical [23], or speech-based [24]. Acoustic-prosodic entrainment occurs when two people adapt their manner of speaking, such as their tone, speaking rate, or pitch, to one another. Acoustic-prosodic entrainment is correlated with communicative success, conversational flow, and social factors like rapport [6, 24, 25]. Explored in-depth in human-human conversation, entrainment has been found to be both continuous and dynamic. Speakers will entrain over the course of a conversation, growing more similar over time, and they will also fluctuate in similarity dynamically within the conversation, growing closer and then resetting. Entrainment has been measured and analyzed both globally, at the conversation level, and locally, at the turn level, in human-human corpora. In prior analysis of turn-level entrainment, we found individuals entraining on pitch on a turn-by-turn basis had higher measures of communicative success [26] and rapport [25].

Exploration of entrainment with computer systems has shown people will entrain to a computer [27] and that individuals prefer computer voices which are similar to their own. For example, Nass [3] found that users who were extroverts preferred a computer voice which displayed extroverted speech features such as increased intensity and speaking rate. Levitan [28] found that people unconsciously trusted a virtual avatar which adapted to the user’s speaking rate and intensity more than one that did not.

In this work, we provide further insight into human-computer entrainment by exploring a voice-adaptive speech interface similar to Levitan [28]. Instead of intensity and speaking rate, we focus on adapting to pitch. Given analysis of entrainment on pitch in human-human dialogues, adaptation on pitch is likely to affect communicative success, conversational flow, and social factors like rapport. In our prior work [29], we found a speech interface which adapted to a user’s pitch could achieve higher 3rd party perceptual ratings of naturalness and
rapprochement over other pitch adaptations. We also found that while the pitch adaptation resulted in more rapport and naturalness, it was not significantly better than normal text-to-speech output.

D. Gender

It is well established that stereotypes, especially gender stereotypes, can play a significant role in influencing human-human interactions, and there is evidence to suggest this effect applies to human-robot interactions as well. Utilizing a security robot, Tay, et al. [30] showed users applied gender stereotypes to a security robot, with users perceiving a security robot which a male gender overtones more useful and acceptable. Schermerhorn, Scheutz, and Crowell [13] found females viewed robots as more machine-like and responded less socially. These findings suggest we are likely to see a gender effect in our study given the robotic interaction; however, whether we will see the same effect is uncertain if we take into account prior work on social presence.

Prior work on socially responsive virtual learning companions has shown females tend to respond more positively to the interaction than males and that females also tend to persist in the interaction longer for virtual learning companions [31]. These prior works suggest we will see males and females respond differently to a voice adaptive, robotic learning companion, but how they will differ is a nuanced question.

E. Hypotheses

To evaluate the effect of a social voice adaptive robotic learning companion, we report on two social variables: rapport and social presence. Rapport is a complex phenomenon characteristic of many successful interactions. We base our approach to rapport on Tickle-Degnen and Rosenthal’s [32] theory of positive emotions, mutual attentiveness, and coordination, and we utilize a rapport scale developed by Gratch, et al. [33] to assess rapport. Social presence is also a complicated social factor with multiple interpretations. We utilize the human-computer interpretation for our work, construing social presence as the “perceptual illusion of non-mediation.” In prior work, social presence is correlated with increased satisfaction, enjoyment, and motivation [34], implying that the more people feel like a mediated condition is not mediated, the more successful the interaction can be.

With these interpretations for rapport and social presence and the background work on entrainment, gender, and human-robot interactions, we propose two primary sets of hypotheses, one for gender and one for condition, for each of our research questions, as depicted in Figure 1. Given the effects of voice adaption and gender on rapport and social presence, we hypothesize for research question one that the voice adaptive plus social condition will result in the highest ratings of rapport and social presence, followed by the social condition, and finally the control, and that females will feel more rapport and social presence than males. If we find our first hypotheses are validated, then we believe based on theories of motivation that there will be increased motivation with increased rapport [35]. This leads us to hypothesize for our second research question that there will be greater persistence in teaching in the voice adaptive plus social condition and females will persist in the interaction longer. For our third research question, if we find increased rapport, social presence, and persistence for females and the voice adaptive plus social condition, the teachable agent framework suggests we will also find greater learning. We hypothesize for research question three that the voice adaptive plus social condition will lead to greater learning, and that females will learn more than males, since we expect them to experience greater rapport and persist in the interaction longer.

III. DESIGNING A SOCIAL VOICE-ADAPTIVE ROBOTIC LEARNING COMPANION

Drawing on previous work involving social dialogue and pitch-adaptations, we designed and built Quinn, a social voice-adaptive teachable robot. Quinn is a teachable robot for the math domain; students teaching Quinn how to solve variable equations. Quinn consists of a LEGO Mindstorms base with an iPod mounted on top of it representing its face. Quinn’s facial expressions are animated when speaking, and neutral otherwise. Students interact with Quinn using spoken language and a web application. The web application contains materials to guide the students in their teaching of Quinn: there are six variable equation problems (i.e. “Solve \( bx + gy = 14 \) for \( x \)”), and six quizzes. The application presents one problem at a time and includes the worked-out steps to reach a solution. The problems are ordered in increasing order of difficulty with particular concepts introduced in each problem and follow-up quiz. Students walk Quinn through the worked-out problems using spoken language, explaining each step. Quinn responds using spoken language. At the end of each problem, students ask

---

**Fig. 1:** Research questions and hypotheses; the hypotheses from research questions one and two drive the hypothesis for research question three

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ #1: How do social presence and rapport differ by condition and gender?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Condition:</strong> voice adaptive plus social will have more social presence and more rapport than the social and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender:</strong> females will feel more social presence and more rapport for the teachable robot than males</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ #2: How does persistence in the interaction differ depending on condition and gender?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Condition:</strong> voice adaptive plus social will result in greater persistence than the social and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender:</strong> females will persist longer in the interaction than do males</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ #3: How is learning affected by condition and gender?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Condition:</strong> voice adaptive plus social will result in greater learning than the social and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender:</strong> females will learn more than will males</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We recruited 48 undergraduate students for the experiment (24 female, 24 male). All students were native English speakers between ages 18 and 30 and were randomly assigned a condition. Sessions lasted 90 minutes and students were compensated $15 upon completion. Students sat a desk with a Surface Pro tablet in front of them. Quinn sat on the desk next to the Surface Pro, to the right of them. 5 participants were excluded for scoring 100% on the pretest, and thus having too much prior knowledge for the study. Thus, 16 students remained in the voice plus social condition, 14 students in the social condition, and 13 students remained in the control condition.

C. Study Design & Procedures

Students began the study by completing a 10 minute pretest. Next, each student was given a practice exercise which contained two worked-out examples of variable equation problems. The student was asked to explain the problems and the steps described out loud. After this practice exercise, the students watched a 4-minute video introducing Quinn and responses are supported by human-human dialogue analysis which categorizes social responses as including positive dialogue moves, such as compliments [38]. Table 1 includes non-social response for contrast. Quinn’s social and non-social responses were aligned to the same number of syllables as much as possible; both versions included Quinn’s acknowledgement of the student’s dialogue. In the social condition, Quinn selects a social response 15–20% of the time, in line with analysis of human-human social responses in peer tutoring and collaborative dialogues [8, 10].

IV. STUDY

A. Conditions

We conducted a between subjects experiment with three conditions: control, social, and voice-adaptive plus social, referred to as voice plus social. In each condition, there were 16 participants: 8 females and 8 males. In the control condition, Quinn had no social responses and no pitch adaptation. In the social condition, Quinn introduced statements of a social nature as described in the prior section. In the voice plus social condition, Quinn introduced social dialogue and adapted the pitch of its voice based on the student’s voice. The gender of the synthesized voice was pre-set to match the gender of the participant. Experimenter instructions and the content of the activity were held constant for all conditions.

B. Participants

We recruited 48 undergraduate students for the experiment (24 female, 24 male). All students were native English speakers between ages 18 and 30 and were randomly assigned a condition. Sessions lasted 90 minutes and students were compensated $15 upon completion. Students sat a desk with a Surface Pro tablet in front of them. Quinn sat on the desk next to the Surface Pro, to the right of them. 5 participants were excluded for scoring 100% on the pretest, and thus having too much prior knowledge for the study. Thus, 16 students remained in the voice plus social condition, 14 students in the social condition, and 13 students remained in the control condition.

C. Study Design & Procedures

Students began the study by completing a 10 minute pretest. Next, each student was given a practice exercise which contained two worked-out examples of variable equation problems. The student was asked to explain the problems and the steps described out loud. After this practice exercise, the students watched a 4-minute video introducing Quinn and responses are supported by human-human dialogue analysis which categorizes social responses as including positive dialogue moves, such as compliments [38]. Table 1 includes non-social response for contrast. Quinn’s social and non-social responses were aligned to the same number of syllables as much as possible; both versions included Quinn’s acknowledgement of the student’s dialogue. In the social condition, Quinn selects a social response 15–20% of the time, in line with analysis of human-human social responses in peer tutoring and collaborative dialogues [8, 10].

IV. STUDY

A. Conditions

We conducted a between subjects experiment with three conditions: control, social, and voice-adaptive plus social, referred to as voice plus social. In each condition, there were 16 participants: 8 females and 8 males. In the control condition, Quinn had no social responses and no pitch adaptation. In the social condition, Quinn introduced statements of a social nature as described in the prior section. In the voice plus social condition, Quinn introduced social dialogue and adapted the pitch of its voice based on the student’s voice. The gender of the synthesized voice was pre-set to match the gender of the participant. Experimenter instructions and the content of the activity were held constant for all conditions.

B. Participants

We recruited 48 undergraduate students for the experiment (24 female, 24 male). All students were native English speakers between ages 18 and 30 and were randomly assigned a condition. Sessions lasted 90 minutes and students were compensated $15 upon completion. Students sat a desk with a Surface Pro tablet in front of them. Quinn sat on the desk next to the Surface Pro, to the right of them. 5 participants were excluded for scoring 100% on the pretest, and thus having too much prior knowledge for the study. Thus, 16 students remained in the voice plus social condition, 14 students in the social condition, and 13 students remained in the control condition.

C. Study Design & Procedures

Students began the study by completing a 10 minute pretest. Next, each student was given a practice exercise which contained two worked-out examples of variable equation problems. The student was asked to explain the problems and the steps described out loud. After this practice exercise, the students watched a 4-minute video introducing Quinn and responses are supported by human-human dialogue analysis which categorizes social responses as including positive dialogue moves, such as compliments [38]. Table 1 includes non-social response for contrast. Quinn’s social and non-social responses were aligned to the same number of syllables as much as possible; both versions included Quinn’s acknowledgement of the student’s dialogue. In the social condition, Quinn selects a social response 15–20% of the time, in line with analysis of human-human social responses in peer tutoring and collaborative dialogues [8, 10].
Students were informed the option to re-teach Quinn if Quinn struggles on a quiz. Students worked with Quinn through all six problems and quizzes. They then completed the post-test, which took around 10 minutes. They were then given a questionnaire assessing their motivation during the study and attitudes towards Quinn. Given time, they were asked some final interview questions. In total, the study took 90 minutes.

D. Measures

For measuring rapport and social presence, the follow-up questionnaire adopted nine Likert-scale questions from prior literature to assess rapport [33] and eight Likert-scale questions for social presence (8 questions). The social presence questions were adopted from the attentional allocation portion of the Networked Minds Social Presence Inventory [39]. Attentional allocation is a critical element of social presence [40] and is the most applicable within our robotic teachable agent scenario. We average the rapport and social presence questions to create three representative constructs with an acceptable internal reliability (Cronbach’s $\alpha \geq 0.70$).

We assess a measure regarding persistence in the interaction by collecting the number of times a student retaught Quinn. Quinn was pre-programmed to get the wrong answer on two of the quizzes. This re-teaching metric was calculated as the total number of times the student retaught Quinn, with four possible values observed: 0, 1, 2, or 3.

Learning gains were assessed with the pretest and posttest scores. We computed normalized learning gains according to [41] using (1) to account for prior knowledge. If the posttest scores were lower than the pretest scores, we used (2).

\[
gain = \frac{(posttest - pretest)}{(1 - pretest)} \quad (1)
\]

\[
gain = \frac{(posttest - pretest)}{pretest} \quad (2)
\]

After removing the five participants who scored 100% on the pretest, we found of the 43 participants remaining, 23 hit a ceiling on their learning gains (scoring 100% on the posttest). With 10 individuals at zero gain, 10 individuals who gained in a normal distribution, and 23 hitting full gain, we determined analysis would be better served by grouping the learners into three groups – no gain, some gain and all gain. The results on learning gains are analyzed in this context.

### Table 2: Means and Standard Deviations for Gender and Condition on Social Presence (Likert Scale 1 – 7), Rapport (Likert Scale 1 – 7), Persistence (0 – 3), and Learning Gains (0 – 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Social Presence</th>
<th>Rapport</th>
<th>Persistence</th>
<th>Learning Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice + Social</td>
<td>5.57*</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>5.60**</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. RESULTS

A. Social Presence and Rapport

We compare a social voice-adaptive robotic learning companion (condition = voice + social) to a social (condition = social) and to a non-social, non-voice adaptive (condition = control) robotic learning companion. Our first research question, introduced in the Introduction, was: “How do social variables like social presence and rapport differ depending on condition and gender?” We answer this question with an initial two-way MANOVA examining social presence and rapport as dependent variables and gender and condition as independent variables. The means and standard deviations by gender and condition are in Table 2. The MANOVA analysis reveals a significant multivariate main effect for condition, Wilks’ $\lambda = .80, F = 4.41, p = .02$, partial eta squared = .197 and a significant multivariate main effect for gender, Wilks’ $\lambda = .77, F = 2.54, p = .04$, partial eta squared = .124. However, the interaction between condition and gender is not significant, Wilks’ $\lambda = .85, F = 1.52, p = .21$, partial eta squared = .124. Given the significance of the multivariate main effects, we examine univariate main effects for condition and gender on social presence and rapport. We also report the univariate results of the interactions.

Univariate analyses for the effect of condition indicate significant differences related to social presence, $F(2, 42) = 4.0$, $p = .02$. The $\eta^2$ effect size is 0.17, meaning the condition explained 14% of the total variability in social presence scores, which is large effect by conventional standards (Cohen 1988). Analyzing the pairwise differences for condition on social presence, significant pairwise differences are found between the voice plus social condition and the social condition. The voice plus social condition results in significantly higher ratings of social presence than the social condition ($p = 0.02$), but the voice plus social and control are not significantly different. We do not see an effect of condition on rapport, $F(2, 42) = .16, p = .86$.

While this result partially validates our hypothesis (as the voice plus social condition has higher social presence than the social condition), we expected the social condition to score higher. One possibility is the percentage of social turns within Quinn’s dialogue moderated the effect on social presence. However, we did not find a significant effect comparing the percentage of social turns in the two social conditions, $F(2, 42) = 2.51, p = 0.09$.

Univariate analyses for gender reveal significant differences between males and females in regards to rapport, $F(2, 42) = 8.86, p = 0.006$. The $\eta^2$ effect size is 0.18, meaning gender explains
18% of the total variability in the degree of rapport, which is large effect by conventional standards [42]. Analyzing the differences between the genders, females feel more rapport for Quinn than males, with the total average rapport score of females, ignoring condition, equal to 5.59 and males equal to 4.78. In regards to social presence, the difference between males and females approaches significance, $F(2, 42) = 3.76, p = 0.06$.

This result, while partially validating our hypothesis, is also somewhat surprising given prior work has found females often do not respond warmly to human-robot interactions [13], liking the robot less than their male counterparts. One possibility for the difference in our result may be the larger number of females we have from technical majors, including engineering and math. Their technical background and experience may make them more inclined to feel more rapport for Quinn. We run a follow-up 2-way ANOVA with major and gender as independent variables and rapport as a dependent variable. However, we find no significant relationship between how males and females feel about Quinn and their majors ($p = 0.16$), and there is no significant relationship between major and rapport ($p = 0.33$).

Finally, univariate analyses of the interaction between condition and gender on rapport is not significant, $F(2, 42) = 1.80, p = .84$, as we would expect. However, the interaction between condition and gender on social presence is approaching significance, $F(2, 42) = 3.02, p = 0.06$. We examined the differences in social presence among the conditions separately for males and females. The male simple effect test indicated statistically significant differences among the means, $F(2, 37) = 6.73, p = 0.003$, $\eta^2 = .27$, whereas the female simple effect test was non-significant, $F(2, 37) = .31, p = .74$, $\eta^2 = .02$. Simple pairwise comparisons among the male means indicated the social condition differed from both the voice plus social ($p = 0.001$) and the control ($p = 0.01$) conditions. This indicates males may be the driving force behind the differences we see between the conditions on social presence.

B. Persistence

We utilize the re-teaching metric described earlier to answer our second research question: “How does persistence in the interaction differ depending on condition and gender?” The means and standard deviations for persistence by gender and condition are shown in Table 2. We utilize multimonial logistic regression to estimate the influence of condition and gender on persistence in the interaction, given that we measure persistence in terms of total re-teaching. In our analysis, the overall model including both condition and gender was not significant, $X^2(9) = 12.35, p = 0.19$. Looking at the predictors individually, gender is significant when controlling for condition. The likelihood of a female persisting in the interaction and re-teaching Quinn was 2.13 times more likely than a male, $p = 0.03$.

C. Learning Gains

Having grouped the students into three learning groups, we analyze the learning gains in terms of a multinomial logistic regression. However, even with this adjustment, the overall model in the analysis including both condition and gender is not significant, $X^2(6) = 6.86, p = 0.33$, and we find that none of the individual predictors are significant.

Given the significance of re-teaching in relation to gender, we then explore whether re-teaching is related to learning. We run Pearson’s chi-squared correlation on the categorical learning gains described above. We find that there is a significant correlation between re-teaching and the categorical learning gains, with $X^2(6) = 17.9, p = 0.006$.

We also assess social presence and rapport in terms of learning. Running a multinomial regression with rapport and social presence, we find the model is not significant, $X^2 (4) = 4.68, p = 0.32$. However, in viewing the individual coefficients, social presence is approaching a significant effect on learning. For those individuals who gained but did not hit ceiling on their gain, social presence is 1.38 times higher than for those individuals who did not gain, $p = 0.06$.

VI. DISCUSSION

We find our two hypotheses regarding research question one regarding how social presence and rapport are affected by condition and gender partially validated. The social voice-adaptive robotic learning companion has higher social presence than the social condition and females feel more rapport in general. We do not see an effect of condition on rapport and we find the effect of gender on social presence merely suggestive.

We explore one potential explanation for these results in the potential speech recognition errors made by the dialogue system. The Web Speech API we utilized for speech recognition uses Google’s voice recognition service, which has been publicized as having an error rate of only 8%. To analyze the effect of speech recognition errors on rapport and social presence, we focus on the output of the dialogue manager (DM). The DM selected responses based on pattern matching, keywords, and context [35]. If the DM could not match the student’s words to a particular pattern or response, the DM would return one of two types of responses, either a request for clarification (i.e. “can you please repeat that?”) or a general acknowledgement (i.e. “ok sounds good”). Classifying the number of generic responses Quinn returned when Quinn could not match an exact pattern to a precise response, we ran an ANCOVA with gender and condition as independent variables and social presence and rapport as covariates, with the percentage of turns where Quinn requested clarification or gave a general acknowledgement as the dependent variable. We found this did not have a statistically significant effect on the differences reported by gender and condition on social presence and rapport, with $F=1.1, p=0.41$.

To gain some qualitative insight into the results, we explore the interview responses collected as a part of the experimental procedure. Participants were interviewed as time allowed, resulting in a total of 20 interviews. The interviews were approximately distributed across gender (11 female, 9 male) and condition (6 control, 6 social, 8 voice adaptive plus social).

Analyzing social presence, we are surprised the social condition scored lower than both the control and the voice adaptive plus social condition. Given prior work on social dialogue, we presumed the social condition would have a positive effect when compared to the control. Turning to the interview data, we asked participants how they felt about Quinn’s responses. We find individuals in different conditions responded with very different views. Participants in the voice
plus social condition said they “liked Quinn’s responses”, Quinn responded like “a normal every day person,” and “sometimes Quinn was kind of sassy!” Participants in the social condition tended to feel Quinn was less focused, “not on the same page,” “didn’t really seem to listen,” and Quinn’s responses “sometimes felt like they came from out of nowhere.” The interview responses from those in the control condition, who heard no social dialogue, suggest the absence of social dialogue led to different expectations of Quinn – Quinn was “a robot so of course it’s not going to respond like a human would.”

Comparing these responses, there are several possible theories as to why those in the social condition may have felt differently about Quinn’s responses. One possibility is the pitch adaptation is counter-balancing the adverse effect of the social dialogue when the social dialogue is presented without non-verbal cues. Prior work suggests users are sensitive to social dialogue timing and non-verbal cues which accompany social dialogue, such as facial expressions. When non-verbal cues do not accompany social dialogue, there can be a mismatch in expectations leading to dichotomous results. Another possibility is that individuals are responding differently as a result of the different social responses Quinn is capable of giving.

In assessing rapport, females felt significantly more rapport towards the robotic learning companion than males. We review the interview responses of the males and females to identify any relevant clues as to how or why females and males are reacting differently. In the interviews when asked how they would describe Quinn, three of the females described Quinn as “so cute” or “very cute.” The males described Quinn literally, as a robot made of Lego Mindstorms. When asked how they felt about Quinn, seven of the females replied “yeah I really like Quinn” or “I liked Quinn!” When asked why they liked Quinn, females would explain with “we’re best friends now,” “I feel like Quinn is now my friend,” or “teaching her felt like a connection.” Four of the male interviewees, when asked how they felt about Quinn, also replied with “I liked Quinn.” When asked why, they explained they liked Quinn because he was an “interesting robot,” “decently complex,” or a “quick learner.”

These responses give some insight into the differences we are observing between males and females. The females appear to be suspending disbelief more readily and easily than the males. Aligned with the statistical findings on rapport, this suggests females are viewing Quinn as more of a social embodied companion than as a robot. Taking into account background work with virtual learning companions showing that females respond with more rapport in these types of domains, these findings suggest domain may play an important role in how participants of different genders will respond socially in robotic interactions. These responses also help illuminate possible reasons for why males are viewing Quinn as significantly less socially present in the social condition. While the interaction between gender and condition was not significant, the male gender differs significantly on measures of social presence in the social and voice plus social conditions. If males are viewing Quinn from a more technical, robotic viewpoint, they may perceive Quinn’s social prompts differently. This suggests when designing social robots, awareness of gender is vital in how we apply social mechanisms because we cannot assume that males and females will respond similarly simply because it is a social mechanism.

In reviewing persistence in terms of persistence, we are disappointed to find condition does not appear to be having an effect but given rapport is also not significant by condition, this is not surprising. We do find females, who report significantly higher measures of rapport, are also persisting in the interaction significantly more. This finding supports learning theories on motivation which suggest rapport can have a positive effect on motivation [43]. In reviewing the interview data from those females who retaught Quinn, many gave motivational reasons in line prior work on teachable agents for why they persisted in teaching Quinn. For example, one interviewee responded “I felt responsible for Quinn failing the quiz” and another replied she retaught Quinn because she “wanted Quinn to succeed and I felt like it was my fault she wasn’t.” These responses validate persistence as an intrinsic measure of motivation. Examining these responses in association with females who also reported higher rapport, we find that those who said Quinn was now their friend also commented about being motivated to reteach Quinn, further supporting the relationship between rapport and motivation. There did not appear to a major difference between males and females who did not reteach Quinn.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

As a part of this work, we introduced a platform for performing voice adaptation and we explored the effect of adapting to one promising acoustic-prosodic feature, pitch, incorporating analyses of both gender and contextual social dialogue into our exploration. We find the voice adaptation with the addition of social dialogue is significantly higher than pure social dialogue alone. We also find females react with more rapport to the interaction and are more persistent in teaching the robotic learning companion. Interestingly, males have a lower social response to Quinn, and this is validated by interview responses. We are limited in our results regarding learning gains; due to a large number of participants earning 100% on the posttest; we fail to detect effects of learning. However, we believe the nature of the interactions can still provide interesting insights. To further understand the potential design repercussions, future work includes a deeper process analysis of the social and voice adaptive conditions to assess the types of social responses Quinn is evincing and how students are responding to Quinn’s social responses. In addition, our implementation of pitch adaptation is naive – we entrain to every turn of the user to the absolute mean of the user every time, which is not realistically representative of the fine-grained and nuanced phenomenon in human-human conversations. Recent analysis of human-human data is providing ideas for how we might operationalize entrainment in future work [43]. We plan on exploring the more nuanced forms of pitch adaptation as well as other acoustic-prosodic features for voice adaptation, including intensity, speaking rate, and vocal quality.
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